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I. INTRODUCTION
A RMA signals are probably the most important models of random processes used in various fields of signal processing such as, for example, spectral analysis, estimation and prediction [1] , [2] . This comes partially from the simplicity of their definition. Indeed a real strictly ARMA signal is the output of a real dynamical filter when its input is a real strictly white noise. A discrete time dynamical filter is a filter which is stable, causal and such that its transfer function (TF) is a rational function, i.e., a ratio of two polynomials. The causality and stability assumptions imply that the poles of this rational fraction are located inside the unit circle. Furthermore, a discrete time strictly white noise is a sequence of IID random variables (RV) and the statistical properties of such a noise are entirely defined from the distribution function (DF) common to all these RVs. As a result an ARMA signal is defined by the zeros and poles of its corresponding TF, which is equivalent to the coefficients of the polynomials of the numerator and the denominator, and by the DF . The second-order properties of ARMA signals are perfectly known, even if the calculations are sometimes rather complicated. The -transform of the covariance function of an ARMA signal is then , where is the TF of the filter and the variance of the driving noise. The covariance function can then be directly deduced either from the poles and zeros of the TF or from the coefficients of the two polynomials defining this TF. There are however problems of statistical signal processing where the DF of the signal must be known. For these problems ARMA modeling is not well adapted, except in the very important case where the input signal is a white Gaussian noise (WGN). Indeed in this case the ARMA signal is also Gaussian, and all its statistical properties are defined from those of the second order introduced above. If, on the contrary, the DF is not a normal distribution it is difficult, and often impossible, to calculate explicitly the DF of the resulting ARMA signal.
The purpose of this paper is to overcome this difficulty and to introduce a class of signals having the same second order properties as ARMA signals, but such that their marginal DF is specified in advance. For this we introduce polynomials with random coefficients with specific properties. In order to simplify the presentation we shall study separately AR and MA signals.
Note that similar problems have been already discussed in a completely different context [3] - [5] . The methods proposed in these papers start from a Gaussian white signal transformed by a linear filter followed by an instantaneous nonlinear transformation. The calculations however are rather complicated and the condition of positive definiteness of the covariance function is not always satisfied. These papers study a general problem, without using the specifications of AR or MA signals, which is the main purpose of what follows.
II. ARRC MODELS

A. Review of Known Results on AR Signals
A strictly autoregressive signal of order is a discrete time signal defined by the recursion (1) where is the regression vector with components and the finite past vector of with components , while is a strictly white noise. When, however, one is interested only in second-order properties of , the assumption of independence of the 's can be omitted and a weakly white noise, i.e., a sequence of uncorrelated RVs is sufficient. In this case the resulting signal is called weakly autoregressive of order .
The recursion (1) means that is filtered in a dynamical filter with the TF , where . In order to obtain a signal with finite variance (stability problem), the vector must belong to a domain called stability domain ensuring that the roots of are located inside the unit circle. This domain is presented in Fig. 1 
B. ARRC(2) Signals
We shall now introduce the concept of autoregressive with random coefficients [ARRC (2) ] signals. This idea was presented in a old book which contains numerous references of papers on this subject [6] . Much more recent references can be found in [7] . The approaches of all these papers, however, are quite different compared to the one presented below.
Let and be two real numbers satisfying the condition , which means that the point is located inside the square ADEF of Fig. 1 
where is a symmetric strictly white noise. This means that the characteristic function of is an even function of and then, when there exists a probability density function (PDF)
, this PDF is an even function of . Suppose also that the RVs and are independent. Equation (5) means that is equal to with the probability , to with the probability and to with the probability . When considering a model like (5), the first question that occurs is its stability. This question exists for all the random signals defined by a recursion from a white noise. This is for example the case when using bilinear models introduced in the standard book of Granger [8] . But this is also one important topic in the analysis of autoregressive models with random coefficients [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] . The question is in general rather complicated, but the structure of the random coefficients in the particular model (5) introduces important simplifications.
The stability problem consists in verifying whether or not the recursion (5) defines a second-order signal, which means a signal with finite first and second order moments for any .
Let us first consider the case of the mean value. Because of the symmetry assumption introduced above, the driving noise is zeromean valued. Furthermore it results from the structures of the functions that for 1 or 2. As a consequence the moments satisfy . This equation means that is the output of an all poles dynamical filter with a zero input. This implies that, whatever the initial conditions and are, if the coefficients and are the coordinates of a point located in the stability domain of Fig. 1 , the moments tend to 0 when . Let us now consider the case of the second-order moments. For simplification suppose that the the initial moments in the recursion of the moments are zero, which implies that for all . In order to calculate the variance of defined by (5) we use the facts that the functions defined by (4) satisfy and that their product is zero, as indicated above. As a result we obtain (6) where is the variance of . If the 's are the coordinates of a point located inside the square ADEF of Fig. 1 , the same property is valid for the point with coordinates
. This implies that is the output of a stable all poles filter with the constant input . Then it results from the definition of that, whatever the initial conditions are, tends to when . This shows that the signal (5) is stable for its first-and second-order moments.
The ARRC(2) signals have two fundamental properties which are the origin of their interest in the discussion that follows.
Property 1: Let be an ARRC(2) stable signal defined by the coefficients and and by the strictly white noise . Let be the classical strictly AR(2) signal defined by the same parameters. If the marginal probability distribution of is symmetric, then and have the same marginal probability distribution.
Proof: Let and be the characteristic functions (CF) of and , respectively. The CF of is . Using (5) and taking the expectation with respect to the variable yields
This can be transformed into a recursion of the CFs that is (8) It is clear that if , then , , because . Suppose now that the initial conditions of this recursion are and . As the roots of the polynomial are inside the unit circle, because of the stability assumption, then the solution of the recursion is a sum of two terms. The first, depending on the initial conditions, corresponds to the transient regime and tends to 0 when , and the second corresponds to the permanent regime which is , because of the definition of . But it is clear in Fig. 1 that if the point , is inside the square ADEF, this is also valid for the point , . As a consequence for any arbitrary initial conditions , we have when . In practice this convergence is very fast and when using sequence of say values of , the influence of the initial conditions is negligible. Note finally that (6) is a direct consequence of (8) .
This result is interesting because, as indicated above, the marginal PDF of a classical AR(2) signal is very difficult to obtain, except in the Gaussian case, while for an ARRC(2) signal satisfying the assumptions introduced it is obtained without any calculation and is equal to the one of the noise . Property 2: Under the same assumptions as for Property 1, the signals and defined by (5) and (1), respectively, with and , have the same normalized covariance functions.
Proof: As indicated above it results from the symmetry assumption that the signal is zeromean valued. Let us now consider its second order properties. They are described by the covariance function . The use of (5) leads to the calculation of . Taking into account the previous definitions, this expectation is equal to . After the same calculation on the second term of the RHS of (5), we obtain (9) which is the same recursion as the one obtained for a classical AR(2) signal defined by the two coefficients and . It is clear that the variances of and have no reason to be the same, and it is easy to verify that they are effectively different. But it results from the recursion (9) that their normalized covariance functions, ratios of the covariance function and the variance, are the same.
C. Extensions to ARR(r) Signals
The extension of this procedure to orders higher than 2 is in its principle straightforward. The only problem is to insert in the stability domain the condition . As the stability domain of an all poles dynamical filter is easier to define by using the so-called reflection coefficients appearing in the lattice structure of the filter [1] , [2] , than by using the regression coefficients appearing in (1), we shall use these reflection coefficients in the following analysis.
By using these regression coefficients we introduce the same procedure as for the case of AR(2) signals. The signal is then now defined by (10) where the functions are defined by an obvious extension of those of (4).
It is easy to verify that the properties 1 and 2 introduced in the previous subsection concerning ARRC(2) models are still valid and the proofs are exactly the same.
D. Computer Simulations and Experiments
We shall now present results of computer simulations and experiments illustrating the previous theoretical results.
1) Order 2:
In all the results reported below the parameters , are the same. According to (9) and to Property 2 this means that all our signals have the same normalized covariance function. The values of the regression parameters are and . This implies that the point is located inside the domain allowing for the definition of an ARRC (2) signal and that the roots of the polynomial introduced above are with and . The differences between the various signals studied below come then uniquely from the PDFs of the driving noise . In order to verify Property 1 one example of PDF could be sufficient. We prefer however to use several examples of possible PDFs with very different structures to verify that these properties are effectively independent of the nature of each PDF and not due to a specific structure that could appear in one single example.
We shall begin our analysis by covariance measurements. Our aim is to show that the normalized covariance function of the ARRC(2) signal studied is the same as the one of the AR(2) signal defined by the same coefficients and . Instead of measuring directly the covariance function which is a decreasing function but with a great number of non-vanishing values, we shall use the point that two signals with the same normalized covariance function introduce the same structure of their innovation in the one-step linear prediction with infinite past. The reason is that this structure is entirely defined from the normalized covariance function. The innovation of the classical AR(2) signal defined by (1) In our experiments is equal to in order to obtain a good statistical precision. By using (5) and (11) we obtain the corresponding innovation and the experiment consists in measuring its normalized covariance function. It is clear that the classical conditions of ergodicity of random signals are satisfied, in such a way that the normalized covariance function can be measured by time averaging instead of by ensemble averaging, which is impossible in computer experiment. The results are reported in Table I where the different lines correspond to the various forms of PDFs .
The first line (Bernoulli) corresponds to the simplest case that can be introduced because here is a strictly white noise taking only the values 1 with the same probability (Bernoulli white noise). As a consequence of Property 1, this is also the probability distribution of , which is then a clipped ARRC(2) signal taking also only the values 1. The PDFs used in the other four lines are those defined by (12) to (15).
This table shows clearly that for all the PDFs considered the innovation is white with a precision of the order of . This means that, according to the Property 2, the normalized covariance functions of all these signals are the same and equal to the one of the classical AR(2) signal (1) defined by the coefficients and . The innovation (11) studied in the previous table introduces another interesting consequence for the modeling of the ARRC(2) signal . Indeed it can be written as , where is a sequence of uncorrelated RVs, or a weakly white noise. We have no information about the independence of these RVs, and as a consequence our ARRC(2) signal can also be considered as a weakly AR(2) signal, as defined above. The marginal PDF of the innovation (11) depends only on the parameter of the model, i.e., the coefficients , , and the PDF of the driving strictly white noise . Its calculation however is almost impossible and then we shall present below its experimental measurement in the framework of other PDFs measurements.
The innovation (11) is defined, as indicated just before this equation, as the innovation in the linear prediction. It is interesting, however, to note that it is also the innovation in the best mean square prediction. This means simply that this prediction is linear, as it is the case for strictly AR signals. It is well known that the mean square prediction of is the conditional expectation value , where means the past or the set of RVs , [1] . It results from (5) and from the definitions of the functions that this expectation is simply . We have then the same property as the one of the strictly AR(2) signals: the mean square prediction is linear and its corresponding innovation is given by (11). This means also that is not only weakly but strongly AR(2), as defined above.
Let us now come to probability distribution analysis. Our purpose is first to verify that, according to Property 1, the marginal DFs of the RVs given by (5) are the same as those of the driving noises
, and secondly to determine the PDFs of the innovations when the PDFs of are those used in covariance measurements reported in the previous table. Each figure Let us now analyze the marginal PDFs of these signals. This is reported in Figs. 2 and 3 . In these figures, we observe that the experimental points (.) are located with a very good precision on the theoretical curves, which means that, according to Property 1, the signals have the same marginal distribution as the white noise . On the other hand we see that, except in Fig. 2 , the innovation defined by (11) has a marginal PDF which does not seem to correspond with any known PDF.
The case of Fig. 2 is especially interesting. Indeed the points marked by are located with a very good approximation on (1) where the input signal is a strictly white noise defined by this PDF and with the same values of and as in all this section, the PDF of the output signal is no longer a symmetric exponential function. This comes from the fact, already indicated, that the innovation (11) is weakly white, but has no reason to be strictly white.
The clipped ARRC(2) signal corresponding to line 1 of Table I cannot be analyzed by the same procedure because it has no PDF since it takes only the values 1. Its innovation defined by (11) is also a discrete valued signal and this equation shows that when the two regression coefficients are those chosen previously in the experimental analysis, the only possible values of this innovation are 0.3, 0.7, 1.3, and 1.7. This appears clearly on Fig. 4 where two examples of trajectories of and are presented. The probabilities of these values can be calculated and are given in Table II . Results of experimental measurements of these probabilities are also presented and correspond exactly to the theoretical values.
Other experiments have been realized with other values of and , including also the cases where the two poles of the TF are real and the results are quite similar. We have then presented various examples of signals with arbitrary given marginal PDFs and such that their second-order properties are those of AR(2) models.
2) Order 4: Let us consider the AR(4) model in which the four reflection coefficients are equal to . By using the Levinson recursion [1] , [2] the four regression coefficients are , , , and . For , all these coefficients are positive and their sum is 0.5904. The condition indicated above for the application of our where the functions are defined by an obvious extension of those of (4). The innovation is defined as in (11) by (17) The results reported in Table III are the same as in Table I , but correspond to the present ARRC(4) model.
These results are quite similar to those reported in Table I and indicate that with a precision of the innovation is a weakly white signal, which means that the covariance function of the ARRC(4) signal (16) is the same as the one of the AR(4) signal defined by the same reflection or regression coefficients.
Let us now verify the the PDF of in (16) is the same as the one of the white noise . In order to simplify we shall present only one set of results corresponding to the PDF (15) used in Fig. 3 for the ARRC(2) signal. The results appear in Fig. 5 and are quite similar to those of Fig. 3 : the points (.) corresponding to the measurements of the PDF are clearly located on the theoretical curve . On the other hand the innovation which, according to Table II is a weakly white noise, has a PDF represented by which does not correspond to any known form of PDF.
The case of the clipped ARRC(4) signal is especially interesting. We present in Fig. 6 results similar to those appearing in Fig. 4 . The trajectories of the signal have the same structure of a Bernoulli signal taking only the values 1. The innovations however are quite different and in the case of an ARRC(4) signal the innovation can take possible different values equal to . Unfortunately the calculation of the probabilities of these possible values is much more complicated than for ARRC (2) clipped signals and consequently we cannot present results similar to those appearing in Table II. Note that the extreme values of the innovation are , and in the present case this yields 1.5904, which clearly appears in Fig. 6 . Similarly the smallest positive value of the innovation is 0.4096, which also appears in Fig. 6 . It is also interesting to note that the condition used in the construction of the model ensures that the values of the innovation corresponding to are all positive. There is another AR(4) model which is especially interesting for our discussion. It corresponds to the case where the regression vector of (1) which implies that . This means that there is no other condition for the introduction of our procedure using random coefficients. The (16) and (17) defining the ARRC(4) signal and its innovation become now (18) where and (19) We shall now present some experimental results concerning this model and we limit our analysis to the case where is a symmetric Bernoulli white noise, which leads, as above, to a clipped ARCA(4) signal.
Let us begin by the presentation of results concerning covariance measurements. The normalized covariance function of the pure AR(4) signal defined by , where is a white noise of variance equal to 1, is equal to 0, except for , integer, where we have . This appears on the first line of Table IV in which , in such a way that . In the second line of this table we present results of the measurements of the covariance function of the ARRC(4) signal defined by (18). We observe that the two signals have approximately the same covariance functions ant this is verified with values of greater that 17. In the third line of the table we present experimental results of the covariance function of the innovation and we see that, with the same precision as in the previous experiments, it is a white noise.
Its remains to verify that and have the same distribution function. It is obvious from (18) that if , then all the 's with take the same values 1. We have verified this point and this appears in Fig. 7 which reports the same kind of results as in Fig. 6 but with the signal given by (18) where , as in the experiments of Table IV . It is clear on the trajectory of presented in this figure that is a clipped signal taking only the values 1. To verify that its DF is the same that the one of it is sufficient to verify that these signals have the same mean value 0. In various experiments with samples of and we have verified that their corresponding mean values are of the order of . On the same figure we present an example of the trajectory of the innovation (19). It is clear from this equation that take only the four values
, and this appears on the figure corresponding to an experiment where . Let and be the probabilities that takes the values and , respectively. The values of these probabilities can be calculated and the results are compared to those given by experiments reported in Table V . We present these values for various values of the parameter , modulus of the poles of the filter generating the signal . The experimental results are noted and and we see that they correspond with an excellent approximation to their theoretical values. The column corresponds to the sum of the results of the previous two lines.
III. MARC MODELS
A. Review on MA Models
We shall now extend the previous ideas to the case of moving average (MA) signals. A signal is defined by the relation (20) where, as previously, is a strictly white noise. The assumption of weak whiteness is sufficient if one is only interested in the second-order properties of . This relation exhibits the inputoutput relationship of a finite-impulse response (FIR) filter and the coefficients are the values of its impulse response (IR). These coefficients are finite and since their number is finite (FIR), there is never a stability problem, unlike the case of autoregressive signals. When the input is strictly white, each RV is a sum of independent RVs and the PDF of can be obtained by a multiple convolution. The calculation, however, is often very complicated and the explicit expression of this PDF can rarely be obtained in closed form, except in the important case of Gaussian input white noise. On the other hand the covariance function of is given by the very simple expression (21) where is the variance of , and if .
B. FIR Filters With Random Coefficients
As in the section on ARC signals we shall compare classical FIR filters and FIR filters with random coefficients (FIRRC). The input-output relationship in classical causal FIR filters is the convolution (20) where the input and output are now written and , respectively. For the introduction of FIRRC filters let us first introduce the coefficients defined as in (2) by (22) Let also be the sum (23) and be the quantity . With these numbers we make a partition of the interval [0, 1] into intervals defined as follows. Let be defined by the recursion , , with the initial condition . As a consequence of (23) and (24) Proof: Equation (26) means that is equal to with the probability given by (24). This allows us to calculate the characteristic function of . By using again the assumption of symmetry of the PDF of , we deduce that the PDF of is , and, as a result, this PDF is also the marginal PDF of . (28) and since , we deduce that , which is also a consequence of Property 3.
Consider now the case . Since is strictly white and independent of , we can write (29) and by using (24) and (27), we deduce that , which is Property 4. This can be summarized in only one expression written as (30) where is the Kronecker-delta signal equal to 1 for and to 0 otherwise.
We shall now apply these general expressions to introduce MARC and ARMARC signals.
C. MARC(m) Signals
Let be the signal defined by (20). With the same values of and we can construct the random signal defined by (26) in which the input is now and the output is called . This signal is a signal and it results from Properties 3 and 4 that it has the same marginal PDF as the driving white noise and also that the values of its covariance function for are proportional to those of . As for ARRC signals we shall now verify these results in experiments with simulated MARC signals.
These experiments are realized with a MARC(10) signal in which the coefficients are for and for . Results of PDF measurements are presented in Fig. 8 obtained when the PDFs of are given by (12) or (15). As in the previous figures the continuous lines represent these two functions and the points are the results of the measurements of the PDFs of in an experiment using values of this signal. We observe that these points are perfectly localized on the continuous curves, which shows that the measured PDFs of are equal to those of the driving noise . (10) signal with p (w) = p (w) of (12) and p (w) of (15). Points: experiment. Continuous curve: theory.
In Fig. 9 , we consider the case where is a symmetric Bernoulli white noise. As indicated above it is not possible here to make an analysis with PDF measurements, because this PDF does not exist. The signal itself, however, can be represented and we see in the figure that it is also a Bernoulli signal, but with the covariance of an MA(10) signal, which is verified below. On the other hand, we have also presented in the figure the signal equal to given by (20), where the coefficients and the driving noise are the same as for . As verified below the two signals have the same covariance functions, but it is clear that their structures are quite different.
Let us now present results of covariance measurements realized with the MARC(10) signal defined by the same coefficients and the same PDFs as in the PDFs measurements. This appears in Table VI where values of covariance function  measurements for are presented, because the value for requires a specific treatment. As these values must be proportional we have normalized, the results in such a way that these values become the same.
The results of this table require the following comments. In line 1 we present the values of given by (21) for an input white noise of unit variance. This covariance decreases by steps of amplitude 3 for from 0 to 5, and afterwards increases by steps of amplitude 1 for from 6 to 10. It is zero for . In line 2 we present experimental measurements of the covariance function of a simulated Gaussian pure MA(10) signal. We observe that they coincide almost perfectly with the theoretical values of the previous line. The following lines are devoted to (10), in such a way that is the ARRC signal defined by (10) and studied in Section II-C. On the other hand the parameters and the functions are those appearing in (26) and called and , respectively, and defined from the parameters , in such a way that is obtained from by a FIRRC, as described in Section III-B.
It results from the previous analysis that and have the same marginal PDF. On the other hand the normalized covariance function of is the same as the one of the signal defined by the coefficients appearing in (1) and it results from Property 4 that the covariance functions and are proportional for . As is the covariance function of an signal defined by the 's and the 's, we have then constructed an signal with an arbitrary marginal PDF and with the covariance properties of a pure signal, which was the purpose of this paper. Note finally that the two operations appearing in (31) are not commutative because the strictly white noise must be applied to construct the AR part of the signal.
It remains to verify these results in computer experiments. For this purpose we start from the ARMA (4,4) signal in which the coefficients of the AR part are , , while those of the MA part are , . The signal is then the one described by (18). We do not present results of PDF measurements because they are completely similar to those obtained in the previous section: whatever the PDF of the driving noise , the experimental points of the measurements of the PDF of show clearly that and have the same PDF. As the theoretical expressions of the covariance functions of are rather complicated, the purpose of our experiments is to show that the covariance functions of and are the same after convenient normalization for various values of the parameter . The principle of the normalization starts from the point noted above that the values of the covariance functions for are insignificant and must be eliminated. Then the signals and are normalized in such a way that the values of their covariance functions for are the same, and the purpose of the experiment is to verify that, as a result, all the other values are approximately equal. This appears on the , and signals are of common use in many fields of signal processing. Their second-order properties (covariance functions and power spectra) are very well investigated. On the other hand, except in the Gaussian case, it is very difficult, and sometimes even impossible, to obtain the structure of their probability distribution, except for small values of the order or . The purpose of this paper was to overcome a part of this difficulty.
By using a structure with appropriate random coefficients we have shown that it is possible to construct signals with ARMA second-order properties, while the marginal PDF is arbitrary but symmetric and given in advance. Computer experiments in which covariance functions and PDFs are measured confirm completely the results of the theoretical analysis of such models.
However various open problems remain. It would be interesting to calculate multivariate probability distributions of such models because in some problems of statistical Signal Processing the marginal distribution is insufficient. Some results on this problem are already obtained and ready for another publication. Finally it would be of interest to suppress some assumptions introduced in the calculations, as for example the symmetry of the PDFs or some constraints on the coefficients of the autoregressive part of the models.
